### RAM MOUNTING SYSTEMS

#### DEVICE CRADLES / HOLDERS

**RAM-HOL-TAB-LGU**
Ram Tab-Tite™ Universal Clamping Cradle for 10” screen tablets. P/N 11-09767

**RAM-HOL-TAB-5MU**
Universal Tab-Tite™ Holder for 7” Screen Tablets. P/N 11-09887

**RAM-HOL-AP17U**
RAM EZ-Roll'r™ Model Specific cradle for the Apple iPad Air without case, skin or sleeve. P/N 11-12358

**RAM-HOL-UN9U**
RAM x-Grip® III Universal Clamping Cradle for large tablets. P/N 11-11239

**RAM-HOL-UN8BU**
RAM Universal X-Grip® II Tablet Holder with 1” Ball for small Tablets. P/N 11-11248

**RAM-HOL-UN10BU**
RAM Universal X-Grip® IV Large Phone Holder with 1” Ball. P/N 11-12987

**RAM-BALL MOUNT AND RECTANGLE BASE** - A double socket arm, 2.5” diameter round base, and 6.25” x 2” rectangle base. Rectangle base contains pre-drilled holes which will match up to many electronic devices and mounts, including Marine GPS, CB Radios, Ham Radios, Gimbal Brackets and more. P/N 11-05066..........$31.99

**RAM MOUNT SUCTION CUP WITH 6 INCH FLEX ARM - 3.25” suction cup locking base, 6” flex arm and diamond base end. The suction cup base is designed to have a strong hold on glass and non-porous plastic surfaces, including RAM adhesive disks. P/N 11-03443....$19.49

**RAM BASE BALL & STRAP** - 1” diameter rubber ball connected at a right angle to a v-shaped base, double socket arm and 2.5” base that contains the universal AMPs hole pattern. The base will accommodate rails from 1.0” to a maximum of 2.1” in diameter. P/N 11-005073.............$35.49

#### RAM SYSTEM IPAD MINI TO SUCTION MOUNT KIT

Kit contains: RAM Holder for Apple iPad Mini without Case (PN 11-11250), RAM Adapter Round Base with Ball (PN 11-07069), RAM Double Socket Arm for 1” Ball Bases (PN 11-01255), and RAM 3-1/4” Diameter Suction Cup Base with Twist Lock (PN 11-06449). P/N 11-11519..............................$51.50

#### RAM SYSTEM IPAD MINI TO YOKE MOUNT KIT

Kit Contains: RAM Holder for Apple iPad Mini without Case (PN 11-11250), RAM Adapter Round Base with Ball (PN 11-07069), RAM Double Socket Arm for 1” Ball Bases (PN 11-01255), and RAM Yoke Base with 1” Rubber Ball (PN 11-00484). P/N 11-11520..........................$64.50

#### RAM CRADLE FOR iPHONE 6 WITHOUT CASE

The RAM-HOL-AP19U consists of a high strength composite cradle and hole pattern that will allow the attachment to all RAM components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole pattern. P/N 11-13321.................................$9.49

#### RAM CRADLE FOR iPHONE 6 PLUS WITHOUT CASE

The RAM-HOL-AP19U consists of a high strength composite cradle and hole pattern that will allow the attachment to all RAM components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole pattern. P/N 11-13331..............................$9.99

#### RAM EZ-ROLL'R HOLDER FOR iPAD PRO - EZ-Roll'r™

Cradle is not a complete mounting solution, but contains hardware to attach to any RAM mount that contains the universal AMPs hole pattern. The side buttons, camera and charging port are conveniently exposed and accessible. Included is a set of four nuts and bolts to connect the cradle to any RAM components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole pattern. P/N 11-15889.............$19.95

#### RAM DOUBLE SOCKET SWIVEL ARM FOR 1 INCH BALLS

- The RAP-B-200-12U, double socket swivel arm, consists of double 1” diameter open ball sockets with a 360° rotation point at the center of the arm. The rubber ball and socket at each end, and a central pivot point provides unsurpassed adjustability. The RAM ball sockets maximize ball coverage for optimal fit. P/N 11-14916............$12.99

#### RAM EZ ROLLER CRADLE FOR THE iPAD MINI 4 - The most cost effective and simple way to secure the iPad mini 4 in a variety of applications. Included is a set of four nuts and bolts to connect the cradle to any RAM components or mounts that contain the universal AMPs hole pattern. P/N 11-14148.............$14.49

#### RAM DUAL 1 INCH BALL SWIVEL ADAPTER

- Consists of dual 1” balls, with a swivel middle connection point, that allow the connection of two 1” socket arms. The swivel feature allows you to articulate your mount in various positions for optimum viewing angles. This mount is ideal if your mount arm is just too short. P/N 11-14483.............$13.49

#### STRAP MOUNT & LITTLE BUDDY

Fast, simple, and cost effective are all things that describe the EZ-Strap and Little Buddy Mounts. Great for small devices like smart phones and PDNs. Simply choose your favorite EZ-Strap or Little Buddy and then choose any cradle/holder that incorporates the Diamond adapter pattern (diamond adapter purchase is not required).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAP-SB-17U</td>
<td>EZ-Strap</td>
<td>RAP-SB-180U</td>
<td>Little Buddy with X-Grip Little Buddy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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